
Children – kids birthday
planner for parents
Birthdays are an exciting event for every child. In order for this day to be celebrated properly, this birthday plan-
ner helps in all preparations and grants a memorable day.

Step 1 – A theme party
First it has to be consiedered if the party will be organised under a special theme. 
Examples for a theme party: 
Pirates
Princesses

Step 2 – number of guests
Now it´s time to think about how many guests should be invited! As children often wish to invite half of the kin-
dergarden it is best to limit the invitations according to the child‘s age. If it is your child‘ 5th birthday he/she can 
invite up to 5 friends.

Step 3 – Create invitation cards!
Think about integrating the theme into your invitation

Invitation card – Pirate ship 

You need:
✓ handicraft carton
✓ shashlik skewer( refers to the number of invitations)
✓ a „flag“, white handicraft carton
✓ pirate sticker
✓ pen 

invitation card – crown

You need:
✓ purple handicraft carton
✓ sissors
✓ a golden pen
✓ golden gift wrap
✓ maybe some decoration stones to glue on

these information should be in each invitation:
✓ date and time
✓ place of the party
✓ theme of the party and a hint on guises
✓ ending time of the party

Important: the invitations should be send out 4 weeks before the party with a request on response.
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Step 4 – Think about your decoration
a special decoration refering to the theme.

Step 5 – The birthday cake
If every guest has been welcomed every child finds a place on the birthday table. You could also create some 
nice place cards. The birthday child is seated at the end of the table so he/she has a good overview.

The self baked cake could be orientated on the motto and here are some delicious daintys to snack on:

Cake pops

Ingredients for 18 cake pops:
• 300g of bright or dark flan case (convenience product or homemade)
• 50g – 100g confectioner‘s sugar
• 200g double cream
• 250g chocolate for melting
• sugar decor
Besides: 18 skewers out of wood and a piece of styrofroam to stick.
                         
Time of preperation: 1hour and 45 minutes to cool.
Crumb the cake very delicant – the more delicant the crumbs are the better the form will be later. Give in the cream cheese 
and the confectioner‘s sugar and mix it all together so a compact mass appears. From small balls out of the mass and put it 
in the freezer compartment of the fridge. Fridge for 30 minutes. (If you don´t have a freezer compartment you can also use 
the normal fridge). Meanwhiles you have to melt the chocolat and dip the cake pop pedicle into the the liquid chocolate and 
pit the cake pop. Put the balls for 10 more minutes into the fridge so the chocolate will freeze. Now dunk every cake-pop 
into the chocolade bath. Who wants to may put the balls straight up like a lolly and put the cake pup into a case or a piece 
of styrofroam. However it is also possible to leave the balls with the the head up onto a baking paper so it is easier so tran-
port.

Step 6 – game ideas
After the kitchen mess it is finally time to play. These birthday games shouldn´t be missing:

Who am I?

✓ The people come together and sit in a a circle.
✓ One person leaves the room while the rest of the guys search for a person out of a movie, television, sport or 
someone out of a cartoon.
✓ The person who is out of the room has to guess the name of the figure with asking questions which can just 
be answered by yes or no.
✓ If the person guesses wrong 10 times he loses and it´s another persons turn.
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Step 7 – Crafting instructions

Here is a selective:

       crone

This is needed: 
✓ Coloured card, colour to your choice
✓ pencil
✓ scissors
✓ glue
✓ glitter, colored pens to decorate

 Pirate eyepatch

This is needed:
✓ card
✓ scissors
✓ rubber band

Limbo

2 player will be casted. They will hold a rod or broomstick. They held the stick on the bottom ends and take 
position. The other birthday guests have to from a series and try to get under the stick with their legs in front. If 
somebody touches the ground or his knee with the hand he is disqualified. In each round the stick has to be hold 
deeper to the ground and the difficulty degree will increase. Meanwhiles it is possible to listen to some music. 
Let´ limbo!

After the playing crafting is also a great fun to kids. Herefore it is possible to do something for the motto. In evi-
dence a crone for the princess or an eyepatch can be designed for pirates.

1. Border the model
2. Cut it out

3. Decorate it

4. Glue it together

Finished!

1. Draw on

2. Cut out

3. Bore it

4. Seperate it

5. Knot it together

Finished!



Step 8 – Dinner
After the whole playing and crafting it is time for the big hunger. Here are some recipes:

sausage snails

Ingredients:
1 cup of wiener suasages
1 package of flaky pastry
1 red pepper
1 egg

Preperation:
1. You cut 5 circles with a different size and put in the right way after the size of the sausages. Threw each layer there has to    
    be filled a layer of yolk so everything fits good. This will be the snail shell after the baking.
2. Before the baking the whole house has to be spread with egg.
3. The sausage snails will go into the oven for about 15 minutes.
4. You can make 2 sensors out of the pepper. Open the sausages on the front with a knife and put in the sensors.

Enjoy your meal!

A great day comes to its end and letting them stay in your mind every child can be given a present fro beeing 
the guest. A nice gesture that won´t be forgotten by the guests so far. As a present small present packages filled 
with small things are useful. A nice conclusion for a birthday party.

Key Tag „Animal Babies“

Princess Crown, set of 3 

Spinning Top Clown, 

set of6

Fire Brigade Paperbags, set of 3

Deco sticker pirates

Headband Veil, set of 2

Pirate hat
Pencils safari, 

set of 6


